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Abstract The incidence of esophageal cancer and, more

specifically, of esophageal adenocarcinoma, continues to

increase in the United Sates (US), mostly affecting white

male patients. The mainstay of curative treatment for

localized disease is surgery, typically after neoadjuvant

chemoradiotherapy. However, esophagectomy remains a

procedure burdened by significant rates of mortality and

morbidity. Over the last two decades minimally invasive

techniques have been adapted to esophageal resection, with

the goal of improving postoperative outcomes without

compromising oncological success. Numerous reports have

documented the safety and feasibility of minimally inva-

sive esophagectomy (MIE), and several centers have

gained considerable experience in the technique and

gathered a large case series. The overall advantage of MIE

over open techniques in regards to improved outcomes and

cost effectiveness remains controversial. The aim of the

present work is to review the key aspects of MIE and

compare the results with open surgery.
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Introduction

Esophageal cancer affects more than 450,000 individuals

worldwide and the incidence continues to increase [1].

Estimates from the National Cancer Institute reported that

in the US this condition affected 17,990 individuals during

2013 and was the cause of 15,210 deaths [2]. The most

common esophageal cancer subtype in the US is adeno-

carcinoma, affecting predominantly white overweight

males, while squamous esophageal cancer remains the

most prominent histologic type worldwide [3•]. Even

though ongoing advancements in medical and surgical

treatment have improved the prognosis for this condition,

the overall 5-year survival rate of patients with resectable

esophageal cancer remains disappointing, ranging from 15

to 34 % [4•, 5]. Surgery is the mainstay of treatment for

esophageal cancer, whether it be for patients in an early

stage of the disease, or after neoadjuvant concurrent che-

motherapy and radiation in patients with more advanced

locoregional involvement [6••]. Esophagectomy remains

one of the most complex surgical procedures and it is

associated with high morbidity and mortality rates; pul-

monary complications account for the most frequent post-

operative adverse event (20–40 % of all patients) [7]. The

mortality rate for esophagectomy in the US has been

reported as high as 23 %, but in most high-volume medical

centers it ranges from 1 to 5 % [8].

After the first thoracoscopic esophagectomy, described

by Cuschieri et al. [9] in 1992, several minimally invasive

techniques have been developed in an effort to improve

post-operative outcomes. Many centers around the world

have adopted minimally invasive esophagectomy (MIE)

and some authors have reported a large case series [10•].

However, the advantages of MIE over open esophagec-

tomy are still debated.
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The aim of the present work is to review the key aspects

of MIE and compare outcomes with open esophagectomy.

Surgical Techniques

Transhiatal, Ivor Lewis and McKeown esophagectomy, the

three major approaches for open esophagectomy, have all

been performed using minimally invasive techniques. In

addition, a broad variety of modified, hand-assisted and

hybrid approaches have been described as well.

The laparoscopic transhiatal approach was first devel-

oped by DePaula et al. [11] in 1995; the authors described

the technique for this procedure and reported lower post-

operative complication rates than those described in the

literature for open transhiatal esophagectomy.

Similar to the open approach, transhiatal MIE poten-

tially leads to fewer respiratory complications by avoiding

direct thoracic access and lung atelectasis. Furthermore, by

avoiding patient’s repositioning during the procedure, this

approach benefits from a shorter operative time [12•].

However, this comes at the cost of a poorer visualization of

the intrathoracic esophagus and minimal lymphatic dis-

section in the thorax [13]. Data from one of the largest

studies comparing laparoscopic with open transhiatal

esophagectomies showed that transhiatal MIE was associ-

ated with a shorter hospital and intensive care unit stay,

with similar operative time and morbidity [14]. Also of

note, the magnified visualization offered by the laparo-

scopic camera may allow for less ‘blind’ mediastinal dis-

section, therefore reducing blood loss. This is particularly

relevant in transhiatal MIE compared to other MIE tech-

niques that involve direct thoracic visualization [13].

The Ivor Lewis esophagectomy is the most common

approach for esophagectomy in the western world [15•].

This is not surprising considering that adenocarcinomas of

the lower esophagus are the most prevalent subtype in this

geographical area. Ivor Lewis esophagectomy is a partic-

ularly well suited technique for these tumors, which often

don’t require a high esophageal transection but rather lead

to extended gastric resections that may result in a short

conduit, far from ideal for a neck anastomosis [15•].

Among the advantages of an Ivor Lewis esophagectomy

are good exposure of the thorax via direct esophageal

visualization, and access for extensive mediastinal lym-

phadenectomy. However, with an open approach there is

an element of ‘‘conflict of interest’’ in that a high (5th

interspace) thoracotomy is beneficial for placing the anas-

tomosis above the azygous arch to minimize reflux com-

plications, but a lower (7th interspace) thoracotomy allows

better exposure for a lymph node dissection around the area

where most adenocarcinomas are located. Another advan-

tage of the Ivor Lewis approach is that a more extensive

gastric resection is possible since the conduit does not need

to reach to the neck. The anastomosis can therefore be

performed using a segment of stomach with a richer vas-

cular supply, leading to a lower anastomotic leak rate [16,

17]. Finally, this approach is associated with fewer inci-

dences of recurrent laryngeal nerve injury and therefore

less postoperative aspiration risk. The downsides of a

transthoracic approach include the need for single lung

ventilation, atelectasis and respiratory compromise, and

potentially harmful sequelae of an intrathoracic anasto-

motic leak [18, 19].

The first description of a complete minimally invasive

approach to an Ivor Lewis esophagectomy was reported in

1999 when Watson et al. [20] described a totally laparo-

scopic and thoracoscopic technique for an esophagectomy

with an intrathoracic hand-sewn anastomosis. With the

evolution of the MIE techniques, a circular mechanical

anastomosis, with the anvil introduced in the proximal

esophagus either through a transthoracic or transoral route,

has been largely preferred to the hand-sewn anastomosis

[21–23]. Stapled anastomoses have been reported to yield a

lower rate of anastomotic leakage and stenosis [17].

A recent study comparing open and MIE using the Ivor

Lewis approach showed no difference in operative time

and cardiac complications [7]. However, MIE was associ-

ated with significantly lower rates of respiratory compli-

cations, intraoperative blood loss and intravenous fluid

infusion and shorter stays in the intensive care unit (ICU)

and hospital overall. Moreover there was no difference

when comparing the oncological outcomes (number of

lymph nodes removed and resection margins). Not all

authors, however, have reported similar results: Noble et al.

[15] showed no difference between the open and MIE Ivor

Lewis procedure in terms of length of stay (LOS), overall

morbidity and pulmonary complications, while blood loss

was shown to remain lower for MIE.

The three-field esophagectomy procedure was originally

described by McKeown [24]: the open technique allows for

a complete esophagectomy with extensive lymph nodal

dissection and cervical anastomosis through a combined

approach involving a thoracotomy, a laparotomy and a

cervical incision. Advantages of this approach include the

ability to optimally position the thoracotomy for the area of

nodal dissection based on the tumor location and a better

proximal margin in patients with upper third squamous

esophageal cancers. Other reported advantages include a

reduced incidence of reflux symptoms and less morbidity

with an anastomotic leak compared to an intra-thoracic

anastomosis [25, 26]. However, this procedure involves

three areas of the body and has potential disadvantages

related to both thoracic and a cervical access. In general,

the McKeown esophagectomy is a good choice when a

total esophageal resection is needed, and also for high and

mid-thoracic esophageal cancers, patients with an extended
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long-segment Barrett’s esophagus and for benign disorders

(end-stage achalasia, complex benign strictures) [27].

Luketich et al. [28] were among the first authors to develop

and describe a minimally invasive technique for the

McKeown esophagectomy in 1998. Nguyen et al. [29]

compared three-hole MIE to open esophagectomy and

reported that MIE was associated with lower operative

time, less blood loss and shorter ICU and hospital stays.

Nevertheless, the incidence rates of postoperative anasto-

motic leaks and respiratory complications were comparable

between the two approaches. The initial Pittsburgh expe-

rience, evaluating a series of 222 patients who underwent

MIE (mostly with the minimally invasive three-hole tech-

nique), showed the procedure to be not only safe but also

associated with a lower mortality rate and shorter hospital

stay compared to the previously-published open series [30].

Recent work by Chen et al. [31] reported that a McKeown

MIE is a safe and feasible procedure leading to surgical and

oncological outcomes comparable with those of its open

counterpart.

Surgical Outcomes

A large number of systematic reviews, meta-analyses and

case-series have reported contradictory results for surgical

outcomes of minimally invasive esophagectomy (e.g.,

mortality, respiratory complications, length of stay, anas-

tomotic leak rate). Cash et al. [13] recently emphasized this

controversy stating that although systematic reviews of MIE

have shown equivocal results, meta-analyses have suggested

that MIE leads to lower morbidity with comparable mor-

tality. Many factors might contribute to this plurality of

findings: for example, MIE is a technically challenging

procedure, requiring advanced minimally invasive surgical

skills and a considerably long learning curve (for thoraco-

scopic esophagectomy, the plateau is reached after no less

than 30 cases) [32, 33•]. Therefore, large single center

studies reporting on procedures performed by experienced

surgeons are likely to display better results with lower

mortality and morbidity rates and shorter lengths of stay.

In a recent review by Kim et al. [34] summarizing data from

an institutional series, case–control studies and systematic

reviews, the authors concluded that while operative mortality

is not significantly different between the two approaches there

may be less morbidity with the MIE approach.

In their critical review, Sudarshan and Ferri [23] pro-

vided more detailed insight on several specific surgical

outcomes; they reported no striking differences between

MIE and open surgery in terms of in-hospital mortality,

pulmonary complications and leak rates. Open surgery was

associated with shorter operative times and fewer reoper-

ations. On the other hand, MIE showed a trend towards less

blood loss and shorter length of ICU and hospital stays.

A finding of concern in a number of early MIE reports

was a higher than expected rate of gastric tube necrosis [35,

36]. It was postulated by some that this was perhaps related

to the laparoscopic technique or pneumoperitoneum. This

hypothesis appeared to be supported by findings in other

studies, such as the series by Crenshaw et al. [37] in which

a significant decrease in gastric conduit failure was

observed when the conduit was formed extracorporeally.

However, factors other than the minimally invasive

approach itself are more likely to contribute to gastric tube

necrosis: a narrow tube, for example, was reported to be

more prone to gastric tip necrosis [30]. In addition, a recent

study hypothesized that gastric tube necrosis is a learning

curve issue, pointing out how an increase in operative

experience and meticulous attention during key steps of the

procedure correlates with a reduction in the occurrence of

this event [38].

Thus far only one randomized controlled trial comparing

MIE to open esophagectomy has been published [39••].

The study, which was carried out at five centers in three

countries, enrolled 56 patients in the open group and 59 in

the MIE group. Pulmonary infection within the first

2 weeks after surgery and during the whole hospital stay

was the primary outcome of this trial. The authors reported

that MIE resulted in improved short-term outcome in terms

of decreased pulmonary infections, a shorter hospital stay,

and a better quality of life, while yielding a similar onco-

logic outcome to open surgery. A minimally invasive

approach may be associated with less immunosuppression

than open esophagectomy resulting in better preserved

leukocyte counts, IL-8 levels and stress response, all fac-

tors that may contribute to fewer post-operative respiratory

infections in the MIE group [40]. However, of note is the

technique used for MIE in this trial involved prone posi-

tioning during the thoracoscopic phase; this might have

positively affected the pulmonary outcomes given the

absence of single-lung ventilation and lung atelectasis.

Some potential limitations of this trial should be pointed

out such as a modest sample size and a relative lack of

experience with MIE for surgeons in the minimally inva-

sive group [41].

Oncological Outcomes

Oncological equivalence between MIE and open surgery

for esophageal cancer is another topic of debate. The

variety of approaches used for both MIE and open proce-

dures, as well as the difference in neo-adjuvant and adju-

vant protocols, add complexity to the analysis of

oncological outcomes. Dantoc et al. [42] performed a

systematic review of the literature up to 2011 and found no

difference in the 5-year survival rates of MIE and open

esophagectomy. In the same year results from a meta-
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analysis retrieving data from separate case–control studies

confirmed no difference in oncological outcomes between

open and MIE approaches [43•]. More recently Dolan et al.

[44] reported on oncological equivalence of open esopha-

gectomy and MIE describing comparable long-term sur-

vival rates and, in addition, a higher lymph node harvest

rate in the MIE group. The latter finding might be

explained by the advantage provided via the improved

magnified visualization of the laparoscopic/thoracoscopic

camera during lymphadenectomy.

The literature is contradictory regarding the adequacy of

the resected margins; in fact, some authors describe no

difference between minimally invasive and open patients,

while others demonstrate a slightly higher rate of positive

margins with MIE [7, 23, 45].

In order to analyze oncological outcomes with a higher

level of evidence additional randomized controlled studies

would certainly be required.

Post-Surgical Recovery

The major advantages of minimally invasive surgery have

been extensively demonstrated for surgical procedures such

as cholecystectomy and Nissen fundoplication and include

a shorter hospital stay, faster recovery and a better early

post-operative quality of life. Parameswaran et al. [46]

compared recovery after MIE (hybrid and open esopha-

gectomy) by assessing fatigue levels and how soon patients

returned to daily living activities as indicators of recovery.

While immediately after the procedure increased fatigue

levels and a decreased ability to perform daily activities

were observed for every technique, these parameters star-

ted to improve considerably earlier and faster after MIE

compared to open an esophagectomy. This correlates well

with other studies that document significant improvement

in role functioning and pain in the MIE group after

1–3 months from surgery. Technique-associated disparities

in health-related quality of life, however, seem to disappear

by one year postoperatively [47].

Cost Analysis

Cost effectiveness of MIE is, again, controversial: while

supporters of MIE advocate that fast recovery and shorter

LOS compensate for higher operative costs, other authors

suggest that enhanced recovery pathways can further lower

the costs of open esophagectomy, making it an overall

cheaper option. Literature on the topic includes discordant

reports, and generalizations on cost analysis are difficult

given the differences in costs across health systems of

disparate countries. A 2013 study by Lee et al. [48] con-

cluded that MIE proved to be advantageous over open

resection by resulting in decreased costs and increased

quality-adjusted life years. Moreover, the authors reason-

ably postulated that extending the analysis to productivity

losses and caregiver burden, in a societal perspective,

would likely further increase the cost-effectiveness of MIE.

In work by Parameswaran et al. [49] MIE resulted in a

higher operative cost due to the need for specialized and

disposable equipment, but slightly lower inpatient care

costs: this resulted in overall comparable costs for MIE and

open esophagectomy. Other authors, however, have shown

that a shorter LOS after MIE is not enough to offset sig-

nificantly higher operating theatre costs [50].

Conclusions

Since its introduction, MIE has gained increasing popularity

and at the same time has been the core of a fervent debate.

While holding promise, it has not replaced the open proce-

dure as has been the case for most patients undergoing less

complex procedures such as a cholecystectomy or Nissen

fundoplication. The continued evolution of this technology

will undoubtedly stimulate improvement and refinement of

MIE allowing for progressively better outcomes. In parallel,

the increasing familiarity with minimally invasive tech-

niques among the new generation of surgeons will further

promote and increase the use of MIE. Currently, however,

the variable disease characteristics as well as the many

technical variants and modifications of MIE make an

objective evaluation of the results very difficult. Nonethe-

less, we strongly believe that in the right patient MIE has the

potential to yield precious advantages, like any other mini-

mally invasive procedure, in terms of decreased pain, less

morbidity and faster recovery, while not compromising the

oncologic outcome in patients with cancer.
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